Abstract. With the development of Internet, collaborative document editing has become the indispensable function in collaborative office area. However, the security of collaborative document editing has been a key challenge in collaborative office area. Traditional approaches mostly adopt central server for defining and enforcing the access control policies to ensure the security of document editing, which cannot provide harmonious human-computer interactions. This paper proposes a free-locking encrypting approach to preserve the security of collaborative document editing, which supports sufficient responsiveness to the collaborative workers and improves collaborative office efficiency.
Introduction
Collaboration is a ubiquitous presence in our lives and essential technique used in office area. In recent years, growth of internet and distributed computing, collaborative document editing has increasingly become the focus in collaborative office area, which permits multiple collaborators at different places to edit the shared document synchronously or asynchronously [1] . The main advantage is to offer remarkable opportunities for improving productivity and sharing of the workload. Despite some significant advantages, there are some new challenges to deal with [2, 3] . One critical issue is how to make sure the security of the shared document including document access and updates. Another important issue is how to maintain the consistency of the shared document among collaborative users. In addition, how to support harmonious human-human or human-computer interactions is also a big challenge. In order to deal with the above challenges, this paper proposes a novel encrypting approach for the shared document, which provides sufficient responsiveness for end users and ensures the security and the consistency of the shared document.
Background and related work
Since the first collaborative editing system was developed [4] , many collaborative platforms have been developed to enable unbounded interactions between a large number of collaborative users, such as Wikipedia or Google Docs. Although collaborative document editing has been studied for the past 20 years, some technical challenges need to be further solved.
One challenge is the security of the shared document, which is the basis of the collaborative editing. Traditional data encrypting approaches mostly use the central server for defining and enforcing the access control policies [5] , which cannot provide good responsiveness to end users. In addition, data encryption and decryption rules and key management are increasingly complex with a large number of collaborative users.
Another challenge is the consistency of the shared document. Collaborative users from different places maintain the copy of the shared document and edit the copy of the shared document at the same time, which brings a big challenge for the consistency of the shared document. The published standard concurrency control mechanism OT(Operational Transformation) can address some difficulties in real-time collaborative editing and provide good responsiveness to collaborative users [4] . However, the correctness of OT has been a challenge for many years. A large number of algorithms have been developed to maintain the convergence. Unfortunately, they have been found puzzles by the following researches [6] .
Considering the above two challenges, this paper proposes a novel flexible encrypting approach for the collaborative document. The major contributions includes two aspects.
(1) Multiple collaborative users can edit and encrypt the shared document freely and decrypt the encrypted document through authentication.
(2) Consistency of the shared document can be ensured among the collaborative users.
The proposed approach
(1) The overall framework Fig. 1 shows the whole framework of the proposed approach. The shared document is replicated in multiple collaborative sites. Each collaborative site maintains the copy of the shared document. Users from different collaborative sites generate and execute local operations and broadcast local operations to all remote sites. Users at remote sites receive and execute remote operations. Based on the overall framework, there are two key collaborative procedures including collaborative editing procedure and collaborative encrypting procedure. The collaborative editing procedure is as follows. A collaborative session starts from the original document state, collaborative users can generate local operations freely and broadcast local operations to remote sites. Local operations are executed immediately when they are issued. Remote operations need to be transformed with executed concurrent operations in the operation history, then executed after their transformations. After all operations have been executed in all sites, the concurrency control mechanism can ensure the consistency of the copy of the shared document. Then synchronization is needed among all collaborative sites, which provides the same interaction interface for the next session.
The collaborative encrypting procedure is as follows. When collaborative users have inserted the essential or sensitive text which cannot be shared with all collaborative users, the inserted text is replaced by other text identified with red color. In other words, the original operation is replaced by the encrypting operation which can avoid the original text from viewing and editing by other collaborative users. Then the encrypting operation is broadcast to remote sites. A table named OEODT(Original and Encrypting Operation Dependency Table) is maintained in each collaborative site, which records the dependency relations between the original operations and the encrypting operations. When the encrypting operations are received and executed in remote sites, remote users can differentiate the encrypted text through the text color. If remote users want to view or edit the encrypted text generated by other collaborative sites, they need to send the message to corresponding collaborative sites to get the authorization. Unauthorized users can not view or edit the original text. On the contrary, authorized users can get the original operations, they can view or edit the original text. By the same way, authorized users generate encrypting operations and replace the original operations, then broadcast the encrypting operations to remote sites. At the same, authorized users need to broadcast original operations and encrypting operations to corresponding collaborative sites which give the permission to authorized users. After the corresponding collaborative sites receive the original operations generated from their authorized users, they update the original text.
(2) The collaborative editing and encrypting algorithm Fig. 2 shows the collaborative editing and encrypting procedure. The parameter op represents a local operation or a remote operation. When op is a local operation, there are two cases need to be considered. First, if op is not encrypted, op is executed immediately and placed into the operation history H. Second, if op is encrypted by another operation op', op' is executed immediately. It is necessary to place op and op' into OEODT and H. When op is a remote operation, there are two cases to be considered. First, if op is an encrypting operation, users need to get the permission to access the original operation. Second, if op is not an encrypting operation, find concurrent operations with op and op needs to be transformed with concurrent operations before its executing. 
An integrated example
In this section, we take a specific collaborative editing scenario as an example, then give all the steps of operations execution in all sites. Fig. 3 shows a collaborative scenario, suppose three sites from the same initial state "abc". Three sites concurrently generates O1, O2, O3 respectively. Specially, O3 is encrypted by O'3 , O'3 is broadcast to remote sites.Then, O4 is generated after executing all operations at site1. At site1, O1 is executed, 1 3 s ="axcz". O4 is generated at site1 after executing all three operations, the collaborative user wants to view the original text instead of the encrypted "z", the request message is sent to site3 from site1. Under the authorization of site3, the original text "axcy" is get. At last, the original operation O3 and the encrypting operation O'3 need to be placed into OEODT, and O'3 need to be placed into H.
At site2, O2 is executed, 3 3 s ="axcz". At last ,all three sites get the same result "axcz". The original text "y" is encrypted by "z".
Conclusions and future work
This paper presents a novel free-locking encrypting approach to preserve the security of collaborative document editing, which supports sufficient responsiveness to the collaborative workers and ensures the consistency of the shared document. In future work, we will extend the idea to other collaborative applications other than text.
